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ABSTRACT
Since the first truly portable phone was released in 1983, mobile phone usage has increased at unprecedented rates around the world. Despite this general industry growth, the smartphone subsector has achieved significantly lower levels of global penetration. As a result, there is a large scope for growth and a significant opportunity for players in the sector to seize in the future. The most widely used and supported smartphone operating systems today are iOS, Android, Windows Phone, Blackberry OS, and Bada. The thesis analysed each of these operating systems and examined ways in which their providers could adapt their current strategies to be better positioned to benefit from this upcoming market expansion. In conclusion, potential future scenarios resulting from changing market dynamics were investigated and compared.
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Although various forms of mobile phones had been used in vehicles from the 1930s to 1960s, the first fully portable phone called the DynaTAC (Dynamic Adaptive Total Area Coverage) 8000X was tested by Motorola in 1973 and publically available for sale in 1983. It weighed about 1.75 lbs (785g) and measured 13''x1.75''x3.5'' (300mmx44mmx89mm) and though it may be considered quite large today it was considered a revolutionary break-through device at its release.

As with most forms of early technology, the 8000X was relatively expensive at launch and was priced at $3,995 ($9,130 in 2012 dollars). Advances in technology led to not only lower priced but also smaller and more reliable mobile phones. As their functionality grew and prices reduced, cell phones became increasingly ubiquitous around the world.
The growth of cell phones accelerated throughout the 1990s/2000s\(^9\) and they slowly began to evolve into personal digital assistants (PDAs) as consumers began to use their phones for activities including internet access, e-mail usage, contact list management, MMS and SMS. These PDAs were used along with pagers and phones before all these devices were merged into the smartphones available today.

![Smartphones are direct descendants of PDAs (Palm 650, 680, 750, Centro, Treo Pro and Pre)](image)

There is currently no formal definition of a smartphones but they may be distinguished from feature phones by the fact that they run an operating system (OS) that allows the development of native applications for functionality enhancement. These OSs offer a wider range of functionality than those typically available on feature phones. Today, the most common examples of smartphone OSs are iOS (Apple), Android (Google), Symbian (Nokia), Windows Phone (Microsoft) and the Blackberry OS (RIM). Initial adoption of smartphones was driven by business users and technophiles but penetration has become increasingly mainstream as a result of several key developments including:

**Nokia and Symbian:** Nokia's work with Symbian in the early 2000s paved the way for smartphones today. Symbian was a widely used OS that had the largest smartphone market share from 1996-2011 and was licenced by a several hardware manufacturers most notably Sony Ericsson and Motorola. However, its popularity began to wane significantly as Android and iOS took center stage and as a result Nokia announced that they would be no longer be supporting Symbian and transitioning their smartphone

---

focus to Windows phone in 2011\textsuperscript{10}.

**Blackberry OS, Palm OS and Windows Mobile:** RIM, Microsoft and Palm had a significant role in raising the awareness of smartphones in the mid-2000s with their operating systems that emphasized web browsing, e-mail, contact management and their ability to run a wide variety of applications.

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=0.3\textwidth]{blackberry.jpg} \quad \includegraphics[width=0.3\textwidth]{htc.jpg} \quad \includegraphics[width=0.3\textwidth]{palm.jpg}
\end{center}

`Blackberry 7730\textsuperscript{11}`, `HTC Tytn\textsuperscript{12}` and the `Palm Treo 700\textsuperscript{13}`

**The iPhone and Android:** The release of the iPhone in 2007 (and its application store in 2008) combined with the emergence in Android have helped expand smartphone usage across a wider range of consumer segments and have contributed to the sustained increase in global smartphone adoption. The iOS app store and Google play (formerly Android Market) have very quickly become the largest global digital distribution platforms with approximately 585,000\textsuperscript{14} and 500,000\textsuperscript{15} applications available respectively. These platforms have cultivated a developer base that has been instrumental in creating applications that have further extended the smartphones functionality. Smartphones intersect across an increasingly wide spectrum of our lives and impact the way we interact with the world by providing us with new ways of manipulating our surroundings and increasing our efficiency in ways previously unimaginable. Android and iOS have subsequently gone on to become the two dominant platforms eclipsing the popularity of previously ubiquitous competitors.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{11} 3g.co.uk, http://www.3g.co.uk/PR/June2006/3216.htm, accessed March 2012.
\end{itemize}
Android passed Blackberry OS to become the highest selling mobile OS for the first time in Jan 2011 and the lead between Android and iOS has increased since.16,17 (Based on 3-month average US Sales)

Despite the apparent growth and popularity of smartphones, global penetration is still only approximately 8-12%18,19 of the total population (or 27% of the total of phones sold20). This low global penetration is as result of the significant difference in regional international penetrations with about 50-60% penetration in Europe and North America and only about 10-20% penetration in other markets21.

Smartphone Ownership is on the Rise

Smartphone usage (as a % of total population) has shown an increase globally but penetration levels vary22.
In regions where feature phones are still dominant, mobile phones tend to be bought outright at full prices since customers are on pre-paid plans (subscribers pay for phone usage in advance and mobile operators do not subsidize phone plans since subscribers do not sign contracts). This, combined with lower earnings and lower disposable incomes in these regions, means that price is the main driver behind phone purchases. This price sensitivity may therefore be one of the key reasons for the lack of smartphone penetration in these regions.

There is significance variation in global smartphone penetration levels (penetration defined based on % of total population as of Dec 2011).

The penetration rates in the chart above are as a subset of total mobile phone users and thus percentages of the total population which would represent a more comprehensive approximation of the growth potential of smartphones. Increases in smartphone penetration in developing markets are thus likely to be caused by new buyers as opposed to upgrade purchasers. As the prices of low-end smartphones continue to reduce combined with the previous experience of developing countries leapfrogging technology, there is likely to be a future convergence as customers may choose low-end smartphones which have a wider range of functionality and access to the apps through advanced application stores over feature phones with a significantly limited initial feature set and a reduced capacity to improve due to lack of access to developed application stores.

The current state of low global smartphone penetration, the scope for growth based on future movement towards improved penetration in developing regions and the fact that there is not likely to be a clear “winner” but rather several front runners who have majority share combined create a significant and sizeable opportunity for players in the smartphone industry to seize.

---

23 Ibid. 20
OPERATING SYSTEM RIVALRY

The most widely used smartphone operating systems today are Symbian (Nokia), iOS (Apple), Android (Google), Windows Phone (Microsoft), Blackberry OS (RIM), and Bada (Samsung). Symbian will not be discussed in this thesis as was also once a major OS (and still has a large share of the market) but is not likely to be a significant future player as development has decreased significantly (since it is no longer being actively supported by Nokia which is transitioning to Windows Phone). As outlined above, iOS and Android currently dominate the market while Blackberry OS has suffered from declining fortunes. Windows Phone has seen its visibility increase significantly due to its Nokia alliance but has not yet achieved wide adoption while Bada has been primarily used by Samsung to power their low to mid-end smartphones but has also been unable to achieve the same scale of success as its competitors.

The following sections will analyse each of the five smartphone OS and examine ways in which their providers can adapt their current strategies and better position themselves to potentially benefit from this upcoming market expansion.

---

Android was originally founded in 2003 by Rich Milner (former of Wildfire Communications—a technology telecommunications company later sold to Orange), Nick Sears (former T-Mobile USA Vice President of product marketing) and Andy Rubin (formerly of Danger Inc—famous for their T-Mobile Sidekick line of phones). After a 2005 meeting where Andy explained to Larry Page (Google co-founder) the potential future of Android as a global open platform to capitalize on the increasing importance of cell phones, Google acquired Android and moved into the smartphone market in an attempt to capitalize on its growth potential and establish a future leadership position as consumers transitioned from PCs to mobile devices. The first mainstream Android device was the HTC T-Mobile G1 (also known as HTC Dream) in October 2008. The platform progressed from an initial slow start to achieve rapid adoption and overtook RIM and Apple to achieve the highest quarterly smartphone OS sales in the USA for the first time in January 2011.

Today, Android is licensed by all major phone manufacturers including Samsung, HTC, Sony, Lenovo, Asus and LG from Google at no charge. Google also does not receive money directly from applications downloaded from Google Play (mobile application store formerly called Android market). Developers keep 70% of the revenue from purchases while the remaining 30% is divided between mobile carriers and payment processors. This revenue sharing agreement is different from that employed by Microsoft (70% developers-30% Microsoft) and Apple (70% developers-30% Apple).

Application Store: Google Play was released in 2008 and grown to host more than 500,000 applications. This quantity of applications compares favourably to the 585,000 available on iOS and consumers generally view both application stores as having around the same level of apps available. Customer perception is, however, different when it comes to the quality with most feeling that iOS has a higher amount of better quality applications. The most likely reason for this is that apps are inherently more difficult to build for the wide variety of Android devices and developers often need to make sure their applications run on base devices with lower hardware requirements and this focus could potentially leading to degradation in quality for all devices.
Value Creation & Dynamics: Google receives Android revenue from a variety of sources including:

1. Revenue sharing agreements (from advertising revenue) with carriers and hardware manufacturers for inclusion of Google’s software suite (Maps, YouTube, Gmail and so on) on phones they manufacture or distribute.
2. Developer registration fees: Google charges developers a one-time fee of $25 to submit their apps to Google Play.
3. Advertisements displayed (using Google Mobile Ads) in ad-supported applications and when users perform Google searches.

Google does not currently disclose Android financials but some reports indicate that it may have lost over $97M in 2010 and despite the fact that Android has achieved a leading position in volume sales, many of its hardware partners have experienced difficulty in sustaining profits due to a combination of competition, lack of differentiation and margins erosion. Apart from Samsung (and HTC to a lesser extent), Android manufacturers have been borderline profitable and struggled to keep up with Apple. Sony (formerly Sony Ericsson), Motorola and LG have barely turned profits since 2008 and do not have strong prospects to do so in the future.

Apple (73%) and Samsung (26%) combined to earn a remarkable 99% of the profits at the end of Q4.

Carrier subsidization appears to be the main reason for this profit disparity. Android manufacturers produce phones at a wide variety of price points ranging from $100 and $700 unsubsidized while newer iPhone versions have approximate unsubsidized prices between $400 and $700. However most phones in developed regions are bought subsidized (for example in America, iPhones have historically been

---

contract prices of $199/$299 while Android phones have mainly had contract pricing from $0-$199) making the prices difference above less apparent. Thus carrier subsidization has artificially reduced the discrepancy between pricing and allowed Apple to continue to enjoy healthy margins at the expense of carriers. Android manufacturers do not have this luxury as their phones are not subsidized to the same extent by carriers making them less competitive. The situation is further compounded by the fact that most major Android manufacturers pay Microsoft patent license fees to use Android. This situation may be partly responsible for the profit dispersion between Apple and Android manufacturers shown above.

Android hardware partners also have to deal with uncertainty over Google’s future plans after it acquired Motorola Mobility in August 2011 as there is a possibility that Google may start to compete directly with them by manufacturing its own phones. Before the acquisition, Google teamed up with hardware partners to manufacture its line of Nexus phones such as the Samsung Nexus S and the HTC Nexus One. Despite these issues facing them, Android manufacturers (other than Samsung) do not appear to be seeking to create their own OS due to the substantial capital outlay required. Many of them have instead decided to hedge their bets and also create phones for Microsoft’s Windows Phone. Their ability to wrestle the dominance away from Apple and Samsung will depend on their ability to differentiate their phones and create products that customers are interested in.

Android is currently in a dominating market position and has experienced rapid and continuous success over the past few years. However it still faces several changes such as:

1. **CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE CONTROL**: Some customers have complained from inconsistent experiences across various Android handsets. This quality variability can largely be attributed to phones with modest hardware and older Android versions which are the result of manufacturers’ attempt to reach lower price points and target cost-conscious customer segments. However, the end result is that these handsets provide underwhelming experiences that detract from the stellar performance of higher end products. Methods of tackling this problem should take into account the large and increasing consumers who want cheaper devices. Possible options Google can take to solve this issue include:

   **Encourage manufacturers to produce more advanced devices with higher specifications not cheaper devices with lower specifications**: Since Google licenses Android to manufacturers to use as they wish it may be difficult to encourage them to forgo this growing customer segment (who want cheaper phones) might prove difficult especially as doing so would also mean they would have to compete directly entrenched players in the high-end space such as Apple, Samsung, HTC, Motorola and Sony. It is possible that Google may use financial incentives or hardware restrictions to achieve this goal but there may be undesired side effects that reduce the attractiveness of such measures.

   **Create Cheaper Android Version**: Another way of combating this perception is for Google to make an Android specific version that manufacturers who are interested in making lower priced handsets can use and keep the current version of Android for other manufacturers who wish to continue to push the envelope and produce higher end devices.
It will also allow Google to optimize Android to run on devices with lower requirements and focus its development and delivery of updates using a 2-tier approach for both Android versions. This will help to address the main customer experience and quality problems (that were partially caused by use of older Android versions that were no longer being updated) because even cheaper devices will get updates and contain features that will make them run better and more efficiently than they can today. Additional details of development of an alternate Android version are discussed extensively below.

Disadvantages of this approach may be that it diverts Google’s attention away from new innovations and may result in more fragmentation as developers may have additional complications in making their applications run on both OS versions.

**Continue on current path:** And a final option will be for Google to not make any changes and continue on their current path. This may represent the best path if it turns out that most customers are not necessarily concerned about the variability in customer experience and quality across the variety of Android devices.

Based on the current situation, the second option above seems be the most effective despite its potential drawbacks. Some of the effects of the drawbacks could be reduced by clearly communicating the functionality differences between the two versions to customers and developers to ensure that their expectations are clearly met. More specifically application development across the two versions should be setup to ensure that developers have minimal difficulty in creating desirable apps for the both versions without duplicated efforts or extra hassles.

2. **LITIGATION CONTROL:** There are currently a large number of lawsuits involving Google and a wide range of Android manufacturers. Google has already made proactive steps by its Motorola Mobility acquisition and its purchase of about 2,300 patents from IBM in 2011 and will most likely continue to do so as a key part of Android’s future success rests on Google’s ability to protect itself and its hardware partners from litigation.

The lawsuits are based on patents involving both the basic elements of Android itself and additions made on top of it by manufacturers. The lawsuits have come from a variety of parties including other operating system providers such as Microsoft, other hardware manufacturers such as Apple and even companies like Oracle that are not directly involved in the mobile industry.

Microsoft’s lawsuits have achieved high levels of success. The lawsuits are based on Microsoft patents that are allegedly used in Android without permission. Microsoft’s strategy has been to sue hardware manufacturers and negotiate royalty payments with them directly without involving Google. To-date

---

Microsoft has been successful with this strategy and has so far gotten about 50%\textsuperscript{41,42} of Android manufacturers to pay approximately $10-$15/handset\textsuperscript{43}. 

Apple’s lawsuits have achieved varying levels of success. Their strategy has been to obtain legal rulings to ban the sale of handsets that allegedly infringe on Apple’s patents. Apple is involved in a number of lawsuits most notably with Samsung which is on-going and previously resulted in stopped sales of the Galaxy tab in 2011\textsuperscript{44}. 

Finally, there is also on-going litigation against Google itself from Oracle. The Oracle lawsuit filed in August 2010\textsuperscript{45} alleged that large parts of Android infringed on Java patents. Google may take one of the following approaches to litigation control:

A. Continue to buy relevant patents from companies such as IBM and provide them to hardware manufacturers to use to defend themselves in lawsuits as it did in the HTC/Apple case\textsuperscript{46}.

B. Take a more proactive stance by filing for more of its own patents (this may be difficult because it has not been part of Google’s culture to obtain patents and may only be effective over a long time horizon and will not help the current litigious atmosphere).

C. Try to minimize participation in litigation and not interfere with current cases

Based on the current situation and the future likely continuance of litigation, Google may want to consider both options A and B. It is not recommended that Google provide license agreements that cover manufacturers against litigation when they licence android unless it is less expensive than the first option above. Apart from price, this option is not recommended because manufacturers have already shown that they are willing to pay litigation fees and associated license fees (to Microsoft) so it may not be necessary for Google to shoulder these costs unless it decides to do as a deterrent for future litigation.

3. FRAGMENTATION: Android phones have a very wide range of hardware capabilities (hardware fragmentation) and are sold with several different versions of the platform (OS fragmentation). Hardware fragmentation makes it difficult for developers to create high quality applications as they have to target the lowest “common denominator” to make sure their applications are compatible a wide range of hardware configuration. Situations in which developers do not pay adequate attention to


\textsuperscript{42} Ibid. 42


hardware fragmentation may lead to their applications not working on specific phones and ultimately reduced customer satisfaction.

A recent example of this Instagram which is a popular photo sharing application (pictured on the right) which could not initially run properly on the HTC One X (a new released phone) because it used a certain processor (Nvidia Tegra 3) not commonly used by other Android manufacturers. OS fragmentation is even more pronounced than hardware fragmentation as 97% of consumers use older (pre 4.0) Android versions even though 4.0 was released in October 2011 (as of April 2 2012). The chart and table below show the prevalence of various Android versions currently used by smartphones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Codename</th>
<th>API Level</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Android 1.5</td>
<td>Cupcake</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 1.6</td>
<td>Donut</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 2.1</td>
<td>Éclair</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 2.2</td>
<td>Froyo</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 2.3 -</td>
<td>Gingerbread</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 2.3 -</td>
<td>Honeycomb</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>63.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 3.0</td>
<td>Ice Cream Sandwich</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 4.0 -</td>
<td>Ice Cream Sandwich</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 4.1</td>
<td>Ice Cream Sandwich</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 4.2</td>
<td>Ice Cream Sandwich</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 4.3 -</td>
<td>Ice Cream Sandwich</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The combination of both types fragmentation is also a major problem and has developed to the extent where there are now about 1,443 unique Android devices with a widely varying set of hardware.

48 Ibid. 49
functionality running different OS versions. This made it increasingly difficult and expensive for developers to create applications that work throughout the Android ecosystem. An example of the effects on developers is the twitter conversation below where a developer who claimed that 99.9% of support messages received from customers were complaints that their devices were unsupported but she was surprised by this as she supported over 707 devices. Another developer replied that based on his statistics that she only supported about half of all variations of Android handsets.

Fragmentation is a complex issue that has been prevalent throughout most of Android’s existence and there are several methods that Google may use to tackle the problem:

A. **Continue on current path:** If Google feels that the negative aspects of fragmentation do not outweigh some of the positive aspects (such as increased variety and choice) and that it is not beneficial to attempt to “rock the boat”, then it may continue on its current path and not take any drastic steps to address the fragmentation situation.

B. **Coordinate a recurring mass update for Android phones:** In order to reduce the number of OS versions currently being used, Google may decide to coordinate periodic upgrades with all the manufacturers (and carriers). This would mean that for every time period (6 months or yearly); the majority of phones would be updated to the most recent version.

C. **Pressure hardware partners to manufacture phones running with latest hardware features and running newer versions of Android:** This would theoretically reduce fragmentation but may cause friction between the Google and handset manufacturers because it would require Google to not only pressure them to ensure they initially produce handsets with new features and capabilities but also to persuade them to upgrade the phones much later on when they have already been released.

This would be difficult to implement as Google does not have a strong bargaining position with manufacturers when the phones need an update (and may have already been released for months), rather Google’s leverage position with manufacturers is much higher before the phone is released as

---


51 Ibid. 51
it is able to negotiate using its application suite (Market (Google Play), Market, YouTube, Maps) and early access to the source code new Android versions under developments as leverage points.

Based on the options outlined above, Google's best option may be to continue with the current situation of pressuring manufacturers by using/restricting access to its Google app suite and newer Android versions\(^5\). In addition, Google should expand its work with developers (especially those with popular applications) to ensure to assist them with quality assurance (QA) as some developers have reported that increased attention to QA may still lead to high levels of compatibility across handsets despite the effects of fragmentation\(^5\).

In order to combat this problem and spur future growth, Google may undertake the following strategic

1. **Acquisition of mobile security firm to tackle Android's malware/virus problem:** As Android's popularity has increased so too as the number of malicious applications (internally in Google Play and externally on the internet) targeting users and their information. This security concern has the potential to create a bad image for Android if it continues. Hence, it would be beneficial for Google to nip it in the bud by acquiring a company that provides antivirus protection to Android users and rebranding the application as an official free download for all users and pre-installing it on all handsets sold as part of the Google app suite.

2. **Creation of specific Android edition for developing markets:** Consumers in developing countries are extremely price sensitive so Google needs to continue to undertake measures to keep the prices of phones low. Google does not have a direct influence on price as hardware manufacturers bear the costs of production and may price phones as they see fit. Therefore manufacturers will already be looking to create lower priced alternatives to sell in these markets. One of the methods that they will likely use to achieve lower costs will be to sell phones only capable of running older versions of Android such as 1.5 (Cupcake), 2.2 (Froyo) or 2.3 (Gingerbread) which have lower hardware requirements and therefore cheaper components. This situation may not necessarily represent a problem as customers in these regions may not be as sensitive to the issue as those in developed markets (even a large portion of customers seem to be concerned).

To guard against competitive products (such as Nokia Belle and Windows Phone 7) that may be using their newer versions with enhanced capabilities and to ensure to enhance their customer experience Google may choose to release a native version Android. This version would be developed simultaneously as the mainstream Android version and would enable Google to compete more aggressively and introduce features and functionalities while minimizing costs which manufacturers can pass along to customers. Additionally this Android version should contain applications (such as Nokia adding cricket scores and crop prices to attract Indian users). Google should initially develop the applications itself to

---


ensure quality and also encourage local developers to also create applications to augment and increase the variety of options available.

3. **Partners:** Similar to the process outlined for Apple above, Google could also find partners who are willing to subsidize some of the costs of the phone. In addition to the potential options that Apple may have, Google may have a wider range of partnership opportunities available because it can leverage its search business to offer remuneration or create joint search-phone agreements. Google’s existing partnerships therefore present it with an initial set of partners that it can potentially leverage to develop. There may be a significant overlap of interests because partners who pay for search placements are trying to reach a wide range of tech-savvy users who are using the internet and these partners may also be interested in smartphones users in these regions who tend to be tech-savvy and will likely eventually perform search and other internet related activities on their phones.
iOS (APPLE)

After achieving success with the iPod and revolutionizing the music genre by selling record amounts of hardware and popularizing the digital distribution of music with iTunes, Apple made the move into the phone industry with the release of the original iPhone on June 29, 2007\textsuperscript{54}. It was first released in the USA, subsequently in the UK, France, and Germany in November 2007 and then eventually across a wide number of countries across the world.

Although there some level of scepticism pre-launch and during some months after launch, the iPhone has gone on to achieve great success (that has led to Apple’s current commanding position in the smartphone market) with each yearly release cycle for a variety of factors including:

**Design:** The iPhone looked significantly different from other phones released at the time and was applauded by many for its attractive and minimalist design.

**Functionality and features:** The original iPhone was one of the first mainstream phones with a touch screen, an intuitive and elegant operating system that was easy to use, a web browser that rendered complete pages like regular computer browsers and had an in-built iPod (which served as an advanced mp3 player).

**Marketing:** The iPhone benefited from initial wide-spread hype through word-of-mouth after the Steve Jobs announcement in January 2007 and subsequent Apple marketing that helped create an aura around the product. Apple has been largely successful in continuing its marketing effort by concentrating their advertising on particular items that are iPhone-specific (such as Siri in 2011) even though other smartphone vendors caught up and are now able to out-match the hardware capabilities of the iPhone.

**Price Differentiation:** Apple adjusted the iPhone’s pricing strategy over the years to expand from its original premium market segment (with $499/$599\textsuperscript{55} for 2 variations of the original iPhone in 2007 to Free/$99/$199/$299/$399\textsuperscript{56} for 10 variations of thee iPhone 4S, 4 and 3GS in 2012 with a year contract). This price differentiation has helped increase the potential addressable market for the iPhone across both developing countries where lower average incomes but also in developed regions where the majority of customers are used to lower smartphone prices (due to carrier subsidization).

**Application Store:** The application platform store ("App Store") was released on iOS in 2008 and grown to host more than 585,000 applications. Apple was able to leverage this to introduce the iPod Touch in 2008 and iPad in 2010.

As seen above, Apple has a dominant position in terms of profits as it accounts for 73% of profits in the smartphone industry. It was also until recently the largest global smartphone seller when it overtook Samsung as seen in the chart below and iOS is the second largest share of the US smartphone market after Android.

![Worldwide smartphone market share](chart.jpg)

**Top Smartphone Platforms**


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source: comScore MobiLans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Share (%) of Smartphone Subscribers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dec-11</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Smartphone Subscribers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apple is the second largest global smartphone seller

iOS has the second largest share of the US smartphone market

---


Similar to Google, Apple is in a strong market position but still has some challenges that may be impairing its ability to have an even larger market impact:

**PROBLEM 1: LITIGATION SCOPE**

Apple is currently embroiled in number of litigation battles with competing phone manufacturers (such as Samsung, Nokia, Motorola and HTC) and other corporations such as Kodak and Elan. In the case of competitor lawsuits, Apple’s strategy has been to file claims against its rivals to get competing products taken off the market and it has achieved mixed success so far (for example the Samsung Galaxy Tab was redesigned after it was banned in Germany for copying the iPad 2’s design\(^6\)). As litigation in the mobile industry expands and Apple continues to play a key role in the process, it may be beneficial to explore whether a modification of their current strategy is warranted. Apple’ sections to modify its scope of litigation include:

**A. Continue and expand litigation against other hardware manufacturers:** Even though the results of the current litigation strategy has been mixed, it can be argued that Apple’s strategy has served as a major deterrent to competitors that would otherwise have infringed on its patents. Apple may even decide to expand its efforts to reach an even wider range of competitors as it may be only one breakthrough ruling away from starting to achieve an increase in favourable rulings.

Disadvantages of this approach are the time, financial and employee distraction costs associated with increased litigation.

**B. Reduce litigation against other hardware manufacturers:** Since litigation against other manufacturers has not been entirely successful, it is also possible to also consider reducing litigation attempts to reduce costs and distractions associated with lawsuits. This option would reduce the media spotlight accompanying cases and allow Apple to concentrate on creating quality products and services.

The main disadvantage of this approach is that it has the potential to cause an increase in infringement of Apple’s patents.

Based on the benefits and costs of both suggestions, it is preferable for Apple to adopt the first choice and increase its current litigation strategy to a wider set of competitors to act as a deterrent for future infringement. Additionally, Apple’s strong financial position reduces the importance of some of the financial costs associated with this choice.
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PROBLEM 2: LITIGATION APPROACH

Apple has the following options as it decides whether to modify its current litigation approach:

A. Maintain litigation strategy to ban sales of infringing devices

Apple’s first choice is to continue with its current approach and focus on getting specific devices banned from markets. The advantage of this approach is that Apple can target specific high-profile products as the focus of its lawsuits and create a negative aura around the products.

The main disadvantage of this approach is that Apple does not receive any revenue even if cases are successful and lead to the sales bans.

B. Modify litigation strategy to obtain license fee rather than banning device sales

A switch to a licensing strategy (similar to what Microsoft has done) from its current strategy might be a more effective strategic route to take in the future. The primary reason for this recommendation is that Apple has been thus far largely unsuccessful in getting rival phones banned due to the lengthened and uncertain nature of the court process while a licensing strategy on the other hand would enable Apple to economically benefit directly from Android’s growth. In addition to this benefit, licensing would serve as a strong disincentive to Android developments as manufacturers would now have to pay fees to both Microsoft and Apple.

Disadvantages of this approach are that it could push manufacturers to support Windows Phone and that it could cause Android manufacturers to feel infringe on the visual aspects of iOS because that they have licence protection from Apple and lead to reduction in its iOS’ distinctiveness and competitive advantage.

Based on the comparison of both options outlined above, it would seem that Apple would benefit more from switching to a litigation strategy to obtain license fees from infringements. However considering that Apple continues to opt for the earlier option may mean that it considers the financial benefits of the latter option less important than the financial benefits that a licensing strategy would bring.

PROBLEM 3: MOBILE OPERATORS RELATIONSHIP

Apple was the first hardware manufacturer to wrestle significant power away from mobile operators. It was not only able to keep the iPhone free of carrier branding but also able to negotiate a data revenue sharing agreement with AT&T1 (though this was subsequently dropped during the release of the iPhone 3G in 20082) and the ability to deliver updates directly to customer (before the iPhones, carriers usually
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authorized updates). As Apple has expanded iPhone availability to a wide range of mobile operators it has been able to maintain this level of influence with reports claiming that Sprint currently pays Apple subsidies of $200, 40% higher than other smartphones, for each iPhone sold and made a massive commitment of $15.5B over four years to offer the iPhone to its subscribers.

Apple’s growing influence has caused operators to take actions to redistribute power to other hardware manufacturers and operating systems. This was most clearly seen in Verizon Droid’s campaign which was orchestrated because Verizon was losing customers to AT&T due to its exclusive Apple contract and wanted to create a viable alternative. This campaign ended up being successful and is widely attributed as being one of the main reasons for Android’s success today. There have been recent rumblings from operators that they are dissatisfied with the amount of power held by Android and are willing to take steps to dilute their power. Key examples of this are with AT&T push during the Nokia Lumia 900 launch and Verizon’s media comments stating that they are willing to work with Microsoft to build a “third ecosystem”.

As a result, it is critical that Apple consider defensive strategies to maintain the balance of power as mobile operators take steps to reduce its influence. Possible alternatives to consider include:

A. Maintain status quo and make no changes to operator relationship

Apple’s first choice is to continue with its current operator relationship style and continue to find ways to get the best deal for itself and extract maximum value from their joint agreements. The main disadvantage of this approach is that it does not address the problem and leaves operators free to execute plans that may be detrimental to the future success of iOS.

B. Form closer ties with operators:

Apple may begin to make a more concerted effort to develop its relationship with carriers to reduce the likelihood that these carriers will partner with rival manufacturers. The primary disadvantage of this alternative is that operators may still go ahead with their plans regardless of the relationship level. Furthermore, Apple may already have a very strong relationship with operators and the incremental benefit from working to improve this may be very small.

Although the first scenario seems destined to have longer term repercussions, it may still be in Apple’s best interest to follow that option as the second alternative may still lead to a situation where operators still take measures to reduce Apple’s dominance.
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In addition to the corrective actions listed above, Apple may also employ the following general strategies:

**Innovation and Ecosystem Protection:** First and most foremost, Apple should continue to focus on release of new innovative products and services. In particular, it should strive to create or acquire specific software (or hardware) features that are unlikely to be immediately copied by competitors and can be used as marketing tools to drive sales. An example is this is the Siri on the iPhone 4S.

**Supplier Employee Welfare:** Apple should take steps to increase the conditions of their suppliers’ employees to avoid potential media backlash and a Nike-scale scenario. There have already been some close brushes that have created negative publicity for Apple and has the potential to become a larger problem if Apple does not take early proactive steps to tackle the problem.

**Price reduction but margin maintenance:** Since consumers in developing countries are particularly price sensitive, Apple’s strategy could be to find ways to maintain their margins while increasing the volume of phones sold. Since lowering prices will lower margins and may have an adverse impact on Apple’s image as a luxury brand, other steps to reduce cost inputs and maintain margins should be taken. Cost taking measures could include logistics network development and supply chain optimization are two areas that Apple can consider.

**Specific iPhone model:** Apple to-date has not made any version of its iPhone to specifically fit the needs of developing nations and has instead sold the same versions of its phones sold in developed markets. Therefore it may be worth investigating whether a specifically created iPhone version will contribute to a net benefit or have a detrimental impact on profitability. Apple already has some experience in this as it currently sells the iPod Touch for about $400-$500 less than the equivalent iPhone version (iPod Touches currently sell for $199/$299 while unsubsidized iPhones sell for about $599/$699).

**Developer support:** Apple should team up with local developers to help create specific apps that will match the needs of local citizens in. Since Apple has shown its willingness to acquire smaller companies in the past, it may be possible to go through this route if it proves difficult to find common agreements with local developers. Alternatively Apple may look to cultivate an ecosystem where developers find it favourable to create iOS applications that solve local needs rather. This may be achieved by help sponsor competitions or through other similar financial incentives.

**Partner for subsidies:** Apple may also find a partner that is willing to pay a portion of the price of the phone enabling customers to be offered a lower price and Apple to keep their margins. This model will be similar to the cost subsidy model that is widely used in America allowing customers to pay very low prices (usually from free to $199) for phones that cost anywhere from $599 to $699 unsubsidized. In the USA, the most common partners used for these subsidies are telecom providers but it may be difficult to use a similar model in regions where it is not the accepted norm. As a result, finding the appropriate partner may represent the most difficult aspect of this recommendation. Examples of potential partners may be large multinational firms who wish to develop their presence in developing regions. In return for
subsidizing the phones, these companies may receive direct product placement/advertising on the iPhones interface or be part of promotions and marketing campaigns,

The biggest potential problem may be that Apple has not typically been involved in similar partnerships in the past. In particular, Apple has not yet compromised on its iOS interface to include direct third party elements that may be classified as advertisements and their inclusion may be perceived as going against iOS “clean” image.

To mitigate this and other issues, a thorough market analysis should be performed to ensure the arrangement to make sure it is beneficial to both parties and will not have an adverse effect on iOS brand. Additionally, smaller limited scale pilots could be undertaken before a full roll-out is completed to ensure that any potential problems can be solved and handled more efficiently without causing any larger scale problems. These pilots can be carried out in markets where lower income levels may be one the primary reasons that Apple does not yet have a major foothold, have relatively high populations and already have a large basic cell phone user base. These markets therefore have potential to become large Apple userbases in the future. Since market analysis may not be able to confidently consumer behaviour and attitudes, this recommendation should be approached carefully.
Although Windows phone was officially publically unveiled in Feb 2010 and released later in October of that year, Microsoft has had extensive experience creating mobile operating systems with Windows Mobile. Windows Mobile was originally released in 2001 and licensed to hardware manufacturers for a license fee of about $8-$15. It experienced a fair degree of success as its sales grew and functionality increased in the mid-2000s. However the introduction of the iPhone OS and Android, Windows Mobile sales suffered and began to lose traction in the market due to a number of factors including:

1. The core operating system was originally developed for use with a stylus and as a result many parts of the interface contained legacy components that were difficult to navigate with the use of a finger which caused frustration among many users.

2. The navigation issues highlighted above were compounded by the fact that almost all Windows Mobile phones had resistive screens (screens that function through applied pressure) which worked relatively well with a stylus but were more difficult to navigate with fingers than capacitive screens (screen that react to the electrical conductivity in the user’s fingers) that were used by iPhones and the majority of Android handsets.

3. Negative perception with many users due to a poor experience with older Windows Mobile versions, lack of a polished user interface, perceived steep learning curve, not as user-friendly as competitors and poor media reception to the release of new handsets running Windows Mobile.

4. Difficulty in finding applications and perceived lack of applications: While iOS and Android had application stores that allowed users to easily find programs they needed, Windows Mobile did not originally have this functionality built-in meaning that users needed to find the applications they needed and install them by themselves.
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The store named, Windows Marketplace for Mobile, was eventually introduced in October 2009 but did not gain traction and only had about 2,000 applications compared to hundreds of thousands of iOS and Android. As a result, many users assumed that Windows Mobile had few applications compared to its competitors even though there were thousands available on the internet that were not in the application store.

5. Technological advancements in the early and mid-2000s made it difficult to handsets with the required level of functionality needed to run Windows Mobile efficiently. Windows Mobile gained a reputation for crashing and freezing which was hard to shake off later in its life cycle.

6. Finally and as stated above, Microsoft charged handset manufacturers a fee of about $8-$15 to use Windows Mobile on their handsets while Google gave away Android for free (and in fact had revenue sharing agreements with hardware partners and carriers for user searches made using Google services70).

As a result, Windows Mobile saw its market share decline71 and Microsoft announced that they would be re-starting their mobile strategy with the release of Windows Phone in the fall of 201072. Windows Phone represented a change in strategy from Microsoft as it was built with an increased focus on the customer experience73 and a completely revamped user interface focused on simplicity named Metro. Windows Phone 7 is incompatible with its Windows Mobile and there were no official upgrade path for devices running the last version.

Microsoft initial launch partners included HTC, Samsung, Dell and LG; this was later extended to include Nokia, ZTE, Fujitsu and ZTE. The Nokia partnership, announced in February 2011, was of particular importance because Nokia was losing its relevance in the smartphone market as a result of the underperformance of its Symbian OS and needed to form an allegiance with either Microsoft or Google as the development on its Symbian successor (Meego) was too far behind schedule to have a significant market impact.

Despite this partnership and general early positive reviews and awards74, Windows Phone has been unable to gain significant traction in the market and its market share has hovered between 1-2%75 in the US and around 1%76 globally.

---

As a result, Microsoft is currently in a relatively weak position in the smartphone industry but may be able to take certain steps that Microsoft can take to improve its situation as the smartphone market expands:

**PROBLEM 1: LACK OF CUSTOMER EXPOSURE**

One of the main issues facing Windows Phone is that many customers are very familiar and readily recognize the iPhone and to an extent an Android Phone (generally called "Google Phones" or "Droids"), however these customers are less aware of Windows phones and how it differentiates itself from its competitors. This may be partly as a result of a combination of factors including (i) Windows Phone being the latest OS released (2010 vs. 2007 for iPhone and 2008 for Android), (ii) has a much smaller install base than either iOS and Android, (iii) Windows Phone marketing is not as widespread and impactful as iOS and android marketing and (iv) is not actively "pushed" by the influential carriers (such as AT&T and Verizon) in pre-paid regions (where most customers buy their handsets from their mobile carriers) and as a result sales representatives are recommend iOS and Android handsets instead as the representatives are not aware of the merits of Windows Phone.

Some of the strategic alternatives Microsoft can take to solve this major problem include:

(A) **Continue as is:** This option would involve continue its current substantial efforts to market the Windows phone brand and increase customer exposure. Current marketing involves a steady stream
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of advertising (as opposed to a concerted focused large scale campaign) and a recent push with Nokia during the release of the Lumia 900.

Recent marketing efforts have been substantial and have included a strong campaign for Nokia phones such as the Lumia 900 above.¹⁰

(B) Increase current marketing efforts and gradually build momentum till Windows 8 launch: This option is likely to be more expensive than the first and could be potentially more successful. However since it involves "doing more of the same" and that Microsoft is already making a signifying marketing effort, it is uncertain whether there will be a substantial increase in customer awareness and whether this increase will translate to an increase in sales large enough to justify the implementation costs. This alternative is riskier than the first but has a higher potential pay-off if successful.

(C) Launch a campaign that ties in with Windows 8 launch and with other Microsoft products with mobile operators and hardware partners: This option is the most expensive, the riskiest and the most difficult to implement because it not only involves bringing in other Microsoft products but also includes partnership which is likely to have its own set of alignment issues. One of the advantages of this approach is that there may some operational costs (due to overlap) saved by merging the two marketing initiatives. However, lumping Windows Phone with Windows 8 market may have a detrimental effect on the launch of Windows 8 (which could be a potentially uncertain launch because it is a significant departure from previous Windows versions and contains to be a hybrid UI (user interface) offering options both for tablets and traditional desktop use).

Microsoft is currently in a poor position in the smartphone race with the potential to deteriorate further and get even worse. It may not have another chance to make the necessary dent in this expanding market that is poised to take off and there is a significant risk as phones may eventually overtake the PC market (Microsoft's "home turf").

The Windows division is estimated to contribute to as much as 26.5% of Microsoft's stock price.

Moreover, it appears that customers, investors and the media are beginning to doubt whether Microsoft can pull off a winning mobile strategy after the poor performances of Windows Mobile, Microsoft KIN and Windows Phone 7. The mobile world is also a fast-changing sector where it is possible that today's heavyweight champions are tomorrow's failures and vice versa.

Consequently, it is recommended that Microsoft adopt the third strategy despite the inherent risk and embark one of the largest campaigns in its history because it needs to take such a drastic step to remain relevant in the industry. The proposed implementation of this option is outlined in detail below:

EXTENSIVE MARKETING CAMPAIGN AND FULL ECOSYSTEM TIE-IN WITH RELATED MICROSOFT PRODUCTS: Microsoft is already taking steps to use the Metro interface used in Windows Phone across its other products such as Xbox, Office 15 and Windows 8. However as Windows is already a successful product with an established customer base, Microsoft may be able to leverage the launch of Windows 8 in the fall to roll-in a combined Windows Phone 8 (WP8) comprehensive marketing campaign. Microsoft should approach this campaign with the same focus and tenacity (company alignment and heightened sense of necessity) as they did during the Windows 7 launch after Vista failed to have the desired market impact.

The campaign should be focused on addressing the most common issues that customers face with Windows Phone namely quantity and quality of applications, handset availability across carriers, technical functionality and range of handset choice (suggested approaches to combat these deficiencies are outlined in the sections below). Another key component of the campaign that should be emphasized is Windows 8's ability to run Windows Phone 8 applications (this functionality is rumored but not yet officially confirmed by Microsoft and has the potential to be a key marketing tool if it is implemented).

Considering the success of the Xbox, the campaign should also continue to not only emphasize the Xbox functionality of the phones as it has done but also the similarity with the interface as a way of increasing broad customer familiarity with Windows Phone 8.
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The leaked (and unconfirmed) features of Windows Phone 8 include\textsuperscript{81,82,83}

A. Internet Explorer 10 (IE10) mobile
B. Increased shared components with Windows 8
C. Multi Core Processor and multiple screen resolution support
D. NFC support and USB Hub feature
E. MicroSD expansion support and New Camera API
F. Native code support for third party developers and App-to-App communication support
G. BitLoker encryption
H. DataSmart data usage monitoring and Wi-Fi hotspot detection in Local Scout

This alleged new set of functionality means that Windows Phone 8 will now match and in some places, surpass iOS and Android in functionality but previous experience with supposedly superior technology losing out (Nintendo DS vs. Sony PSP) shows that these improvements alone may be insufficient to bring success to the platform. Nevertheless, specific updates relevant to customers (IE10, screen resolution, Processors, MicroSD) and developers (native code, app-to-app communication) should be marketed towards both groups.

Microsoft should strive to position one or two specific customer-centric feature to be used for marketing purposes (similar to Apple’s strategy with the retina screen on the iPhone 4 or Siri on the iPhone 4S).

As most of the growth potential is overseas, the marketing push should be on a global scale and not confined to developed regions. The specific components of the campaign in these regions should match the local tastes of the communities.

Finally, it may be beneficial for Microsoft to combine its marketing efforts with its partners to supplement and magnify the impacts its campaign and reach a wider audience. Partners who have the most likelihood to influence customer choice should be selected in various markets. For example in regions where most customers use post-paid phone plans, it is more likely that carriers have greater influence on customers choice of handsets and Microsoft should look to team up with the carriers to form joint marketing campaigns that could potentially reach wider audiences. Verizon/AT&T in America and China Mobile/China Unicom in China are prime examples that fall in this category. As iOS and Android establish themselves further and begin to gain a dominant foothold, telecoms are increasingly eager for there to be a third major player to give them more negotiating leverage\textsuperscript{84} and Microsoft might be able to use this to convince them to join forces in the marketing campaign (including store shelf space and employee incentives to push Windows Phone).

\textsuperscript{83} Ibid. 73
In the USA which is a critical market for Nokia, AT&T were partners in the marketing initiative behind the Nokia Lumia 900 (which was described as the biggest launch that AT&T had ever done\textsuperscript{55}), thus it is possible that Microsoft may be able to expand their relationship with AT&T as a partner in this proposed wider campaign.

As mentioned above Verizon, who were responsible for the hugely successful Droid campaign, have also made media comments implying that they are willing to work with Microsoft to build a “third ecosystem”\textsuperscript{56} and should definitely be considered as partners in the campaign (and may in reality already be working with Microsoft behind the scenes with Verizon to do this).

Although there may be some potential complications with working with both Verizon and AT&T simultaneously on the marketing campaign, it is possible to do so by segmenting advertising (for example for specific handsets) and Microsoft may be successful in accomplishing this by leveraging carriers’ ever increasing fear of iOS and Android’s dual dominance.\textsuperscript{87}

Alternatively, in regions where customers mostly used pre-paid plans, it may be that hardware manufacturers have a significant influence on customer choice so Microsoft should team up with them to boost its campaign. A potential partner could be Nokia who has done notable work in India and several African markets.

**PROBLEM 2: QUANTITY AND QUALITY OF APPLICATIONS**

Another key recurring issue commonly associated with Windows Phone the supposed quantity and quality of apps available. As of April 3 2012, Windows Marketplace is the third largest smartphone application store has approximately 82,234 apps\textsuperscript{88} compared to 585,000 and 500,000\textsuperscript{89} on iOS and Android respectively. However this is expected as both app stores were opened years before and if a time-normalized comparison of the app stores is made by considering the same time window after launch, then Windows Marketplace actually has more applications than Android but less than iOS (it took Windows Phone 14 months, Android 19 months and iOS 12 months to reach 50,000 apps respectively)\textsuperscript{90}.

Windows Phone has built a substantial amount of applications and is on track to surpass the 100,000 milestone by the end of May at the current growth rate of 10,000 apps per month. The store reached 40,000 apps after the first year, 50,000 apps 40 days after that, 60,000 apps 27 days after that and about
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\textsuperscript{75} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{87} Ibid. 75

30 days to get to 70,000 and 80,000 apps which shows that there has a significant increase in recent months in app submissions implying increasing interest from developers.

Another way to analyse Windows Marketplace is to check whether it contains popular applications that are available on other stores. The table below shows the results of a recent study to testing this by checking if the 20 most popular apps on Google Play and iOS were present in Windows Phone.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>On iOS?</th>
<th>On Android?</th>
<th>On Windows Phone?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google+</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foursquare</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draw Something</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry Birds Space</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinity Blade II</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Conflict 3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandora</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spotify</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kindle</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropbox</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netflix</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hulu Plus</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Maps</td>
<td>YES*</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gmail</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Windows Phone does not have enough of apps popular present on rival app stores

Although this comparison is only limited to the top 20 applications and popularity is not necessarily a proxy for quality, this unscientific comparison shows that there is still some work to be done to bring more popular applications to Windows Phone to reach parity with its competitors.

In order to improve this problem, there are some strategy adjustments that Microsoft may consider including:
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Developer support: Microsoft should continue its current strategy of encouraging developers to create Windows Phone apps by providing them with financial support, marketing assistance and premium spot placement in Windows Marketplace. This should not only continue but be intensified that the most popular applications are present at the release of Windows 8 and to coincide with the campaign described above.

Furthermore, some game developers have complained that they are not currently able to access native code and have to use XNA Game Creator tools leading to a complete re-write of the application. This problem will be remedied with the release of Windows Phone 8 which will support native code.

In addition to this Microsoft should continue to expand and develop its application porting tools for Android, iOS and Symbian that were released last year. It may be possible to use this expansion and added functionality as part of the campaign (and coincide with the Windows Phone 8 launch) to attract more developers.

Nintendo Partnership: A potential avenue that Microsoft may investigate is to approach Nintendo for an exclusive licensing arrangement. The agreement would entail Nintendo making its huge portfolio of handheld game titles exclusive to Windows Phone. Nintendo has had a very successful history of handheld consoles Game boy (GB), Game boy advance (GBA) and DS which have sold a total of 118M, 82M, and 151M models respectively. These consoles have spawned an enormous range of popular titles including Super Mario world, Mario Kart, Pokemon, Nintendogs, Brain Age and The Legend of Zelda. Thus, if Microsoft is able to secure an exclusive agreement to bring these titles to Windows Phone then it would represent a major coup that would go a long way to bring consumer attention to the platform. Furthermore, it may also be useful to investigate whether Nintendo’s non-handheld consoles such as the NES, SNES, Nintendo 64 and GameCube could be included as part of the agreement (Sony’s handheld console, the PlayStation PSP, was able to emulate PlayStation 1 games so it may be possible to technically achieve a similar feat on Windows Phones).

Nintendo announced its first ever annual loss and has been faced with increasing pressure as customers have begun a large transition to playing shorter span easily consumable games on their phones and away from more comprehensive and longer games on dedicated handheld consoles such as Nintendo’s recently released 3DS.
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Despite this market shift, Nintendo do not have any plans to manufacture a smartphone and may instead be exploring future opportunities of releasing their games on the available platforms. Since Windows Phone is currently far behind iOS and Android both in market share and number of apps, it is likely that the platform would receive little to no consideration if Nintendo were to go down this route. This eventuality could cripple Microsoft’s chance of resurgence in the mobile market and further widen the gap between it and its competitors. Therefore a move by Microsoft to secure this agreement would not only benefit it by securing exclusive content and increasing awareness for Windows Phone but also eliminate the possibility of its competitors getting the content and enable Nintendo to profit from the growing smartphone sector.

Finally, as the Windows platform has the largest number of developers and available to it, it may be possible to investigate methods by which Windows Phone can benefit from its older sibling's success. As seen from the rumors above, Microsoft may already be planning to do this by sharing many components between the two platforms but the ultimate way to achieve this would be to enable applications made for either platform fully supported by the other (accounting for differences in hardware and other such provisions). By doing this, Windows Phone would be able to hugely capitalize on the potentially huge amount of developers making applications for Windows 8 (which has a complete touch Metro interface that is very similar to Windows Phone and is designed for tablet use). Additionally, since current Windows Phone applications would be able to work on Windows 8, current (and future) Windows Phone developers would immediately be exposed to a much larger customer base that would increase their revenues, their likelihood of further development and therefore increase general interest in the platform as the potential to realize huge returns due to this larger customer pool would be increased for all developers. Although there may be some significant technical barriers that prevent this from occurring in the form described above, it is imperative that Microsoft should make a concerted effort to take the necessary steps to bring this to fruition as this strategic move is a specific competitive advantage not available to its rivals - Apple's Max OS X as significantly less desktop OS market share (90% vs. 6%) than Windows and cannot run iOS apps while Google's Chrome OS has minimal desktop OS market share (less than 0.1%) and is unable to run Android apps.

Acquisition of Development studios: One of the crucial components of Microsoft’s Xbox strategy in the game console market was the acquisition of high potential development teams that enabled Microsoft to gain in-house talent that produced games exclusive to the Xbox. Two notable examples are Rare (creators of GoldenEye 007 and Banjo-Kazooie on the Nintendo 64 and Bungie (creators of the Halo Series). These along with other acquisitions helped the Xbox differentiate itself and have exclusivity on titles that would otherwise have been made for only the PlayStation or available on all other platforms and helped tip the scale to help Xbox 360 match PlayStation 3 as the console of choice for many gamers across the world. Microsoft should consider extending this strategy to the smartphone sector by acquiring development teams that have either have a history of making popular games on phones or have the potential to make hit games. If acquisitions prove to be difficult, then partnership agreements such as exclusivity could also be explored to achieve similar results.
PROBLEM 3: CARRIERS HAVE A LIMITED SELECTION OF WINDOWS PHONE AVAILABLE

This is another reason for the low penetration of Windows phone in developed markets where pre-paid plans are prevalent (particularly the USA which is currently Windows Phones primary market). This problem is most likely to be best reduced by working closer with carriers which is an extension of the approach described in the marketing campaign above\(^{101}\). In addition to the points already mentioned above, specific agreements to boost availability and sales in stores such as store shelf visibility, promotions and personnel training should be adopted to boost visibility and better enable customers to be aware of Windows phones.

PROBLEM 4: UPGRADEABILITY CONCERNS

Another common Windows Phone complaint is the lack of transparency around the software update processes. Currently, OS updates are performed and delivered by Microsoft but wireless carriers have the ability to block updates (for a single cycle)\(^{102}\) and this has led to situations where many customers are dissatisfied because they are not able (or have to wait for a long time) to get the latest updates with new features that would enhance their phone experience.

Additionally, several news sites have carried articles about the upcoming Windows Phone 8 creating some excitement among current Windows Phone users and future potential users. However Microsoft has not yet made any statements clarifying the upgrade process and whether current Windows Phone users will be eligible to upgrade to the new version of the OS when it is released. This has led to a situation where customers (and the media) are apprehensive about buying new phones\(^ {103}\) as they are apprehensive about purchasing new handsets that may become significantly less attractive in some months' time when Windows Phone 8 is released.

In order to solve the first problem of late updates, it may be beneficial for Microsoft to adopt a strategy similar to the one employed by Apple and deliver updates directly to the customers itself. This would improve customer satisfaction, drastically reduce the amount of time needed for customers to get updates and create a noteworthy advantage over Android which has suffered from substantial delays in updates from Google getting to the end-users. Interestingly, Microsoft originally announced their intention follow this update route but changed its approach closer as the release date of Windows Phone approached\(^ {104}\).

To solve the second problem about negative perception due to ambiguity of future OS upgrades, Microsoft should consider adopting a more transparent communication channels with its customers and the press. For example, it may currently be Microsoft’s best interest to let current users or potential buyers of the Nokia Lumia 900 (which was recently released as described above) whether or not their phones will be upgradeable to Windows Phone 8 which is likely to be released in some months over the fall. In the future, it may be beneficial for Microsoft to adopt a strategy whereby it gives guarantees on the upgrade schedule of phones. For example, phones will be able to receive upgrades to the latest version of the OS for 18-24 months after they are released. This may be quite difficult to achieve on a global basis but should be investigated on at least on a regional or specific phone model basis. It would act as a great marketing tool, create a notable advantage over its competitors (iPhones are usually upgraded to newer versions of iOS for up to 2-3 years but do not have a clear upgrade schedule and Android phones have a bad reputation and have derided in the press about their poor upgradeability and give the platform heightened credibility among its current customer and the media.

In addition to the strategic changes to solve perceived problems with the platform above, Microsoft may also consider implementing the following to boost the global adoption of Windows Phone:

**EXPAND PATENT LITIGATION**

Microsoft has been very successful in its patent litigation and currently collects licensing fees from hardware manufacturers who account for over 53% of the total Android sales in the USA.

![U.S. Android Smartphone Market Share by Units: Q2CY11](image)

*Microsoft obtains licensing fees from a significant proportion of Android manufacturers*®

---

As a result, it is recommended that Microsoft continue and expand its litigation efforts to obtain fees from an even larger segment of manufacturers. Licensing revenue may then be redirected to be used on various Windows Phone initiatives.

**INCREASED FOCUS ON ENTERPRISE SEGMENT IN DEVELOPED MARKET**

As most of the proposed initiatives above are directed towards the consumer segment it might also be useful for Microsoft to continue to take measures that target the enterprise customer segment. Windows Mobile was widely used by corporations so it may be possible for Microsoft to find effective ways to leverage these extensive client relationships to encourage them to adopt Windows Phone as their next platform. This is a particularly salient point as businesses today are beginning to move away from the previously dominant Blackberry platform and towards iPhones and Android devices. It is therefore a key period to find ways to capture these corporations who are more likely to remain loyal to the platform of their choice over the long-term (corporations tend to stick with the "tried and trusted" than everyday consumers may be more likely to follow trends).

Some ways in which Microsoft may achieve this are by including more enterprises specific functionality (this seems to be already be considered as enterprise functionality are some the prominent features of Windows Phone 8), encouraging creation of enterprise application in its application store (this follows the same route as detailed above particularly the section about the acquisition of key developer talent.
in these areas where specific external talent is needed) and finding ways to offer pricing discounts or bundle packages for purchases of Windows 8 and Office 15 (assuming the absence of antitrust issues).

INCREASED DEVELOPING MARKET (PARTICULARLY CHINA) FOCUS

It is also critical that Microsoft continue to focus on developing markets as it executes its mobile plan particularly as the attractiveness of the sector is based on the upcoming growth from these regions. China, with over 1 billion mobile subscribers, is set to overtake the USA and become the home of number of smartphone users in the world. Apple and Android are already taking advantage of this growth and it is therefore a market that Microsoft should pay particular attention to in the near future. Furthermore, Microsoft should leverage its previous experience and work with its partners to focus on the creation of specific features to match developing markets needs and concerns. An example of a potential partner which has experienced success in developing regions is Nokia. Among many other notable innovations, Nokia provides Indian farmers with instant pricing information that reduced the influence of middlemen who were benefitting from informational asymmetry (this example is particularly interesting as it highlights a social benefit as well as a feature that was made specifically to cater to a local need).

Since price is the major driving force behind purchases in developing markets, it is imperative that Microsoft adopt measures to reduce the cost of ownership to users (Android handsets can be priced as cheaply as $150-$250 in some markets while Windows Phones are still $300-$400 range). Microsoft has already taken the first step by the release of Tango update Windows Phone which supports lower hardware specifications (formerly 256MB RAM and 4GB internal storage). In addition to this Microsoft should investigate additional methods to lower the hardware price in these regions. Some potential avenues to achieve this include leveraging Nokia (or other hardware partners) and its supply chain optimization proficiency to reduce costs and accelerate price depression for customers while maintaining manufacturers’ margins. Microsoft may also subsidize handsets directly by offering credits to manufacturers who are able to sell phones at certain price points while maintaining adequate performance levels. Finally, it is also important to explore approaches to lower prices of smartphone data plans as this may have an even greater impact on purchases as it is a recurring fee that the customer has to manage (rather than the up-front handset cost). Potential avenues that Microsoft may take include direct subsidization of data plan, joint subsidization of plans with operators (or other corporate partners) and bundling plan discounts/credits with phones.

---


LICENSING FEE MODIFICATION

A final and drastic measure that Microsoft should evaluate to drive adoption of Windows Phone is to consider dropping or eliminating the licensing fee it currently charges hardware partners to use the platform on their phones. Microsoft has repeatedly mentioned that they have minimal interest in doing this and are already losing a substantial amount of money in their mobile department so their current strategy of gaining revenue directly from sales seems appropriate. However, it may also be useful for Microsoft to re-visit this issue if it continues to suffer as one of the key drivers behind Android's success. As alternative revenue sources grow then it may be possible for Microsoft to earn equal or higher levels of income from these areas despite the reduction of fees. This may be implemented after a period in which Microsoft's mobile strategy (or the other recommended modifications to this strategy above) does not have the desired effect on Windows Phone or alternatively, as a tool to drive higher interest from hardware partners before the launch of a major version of Windows Phone.
BLACKBERRY OS (RIM)

Research In Motion (RIM) was one of the early pioneers of the smartphone era and enjoyed such popularity that it BlackBerrys became synonymous with smartphones among many users in the mid-2000s. Despite this early success, RIM began to experience significant challenges on the customer and its traditionally dominant enterprise segment from 2009 for a variety of reasons including:

(1) BlackBerry failed to innovate quickly enough to match changing consumer interests. The most prominent example of which is the move toward touchscreen phones (fueled by the popularity of the iPhone). RIM continued with its front-facing keyboard and screen layout despite accelerating sales of phones with touchscreens and was slow to release the BlackBerry Storm to compete in this field at the end of 2008. The Storm was ultimately unable to make the desired impact and the product line was discontinued after the release of the BlackBerry Storm 2 in October 2009. Additionally, the BlackBerry browser was slow, unable to render pages appropriately and consistently described as the worst part of the OS by users but RIM was unable to modify for years until 2009 when it purchased Torch Mobile in August 2009.

(2) Competitors (Apple and Google) capitalized on developer support with their application store while RIM was slow to catch up and offer a comparable solution. As a result, many of the most popular games and apps present on iOS and Android are not available (or have vastly inferior versions) on the BlackBerry App World. RIM therefore missed the opportunity to be at the forefront of this boom. As a result of the slow adoption by developers, the BlackBerry App World currently has only 70,000 applications compared with approximately 585,000 and 500,000 on iOS and Android respectively.

(3) Due to the lack of foresight and innovation above, more recent versions of the BlackBerry OS continued to be layered upon the original legacy base leaving the platform uncompetitive compared to its competitors. BlackBerry 10 (formerly BBX), RIM’s updated OS, is supposed to tackle this problem and introduce a fresh platform that is better equipped to match iOS and Android but has not yet been released despite being in development for over two years.

---
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These problems along with others have led to an erosion of BlackBerry’s market share and smartphone sales. On May 1, 2012 International Data Corporation (IDC), a market research and analysis firm, mentioned that RIM’s global smartphone market share reduced by 30% to 6.7% from 13.6% a year earlier. RIM announced fourth-quarter losses of $125M in March 2012 which showed a significant erosion of its position compared to profits of $935M over the same period in the previous year; RIM’s share price is currently at an eight-year low (as of May 3, 2012) and fell by over 72% from $48.10 to $13.48 from May 1, 2011 to May 1, 2012. RIM is thus stuck in a vicious cycle as it continues to lose market share at...
an alarming rate leading to less interest from developer which in turn results in less applications which leads to even less customer interest and worsening market share. These problems are further compounded as business users have increasingly pressured their IT departments to adopt iPhones and Android phones there has been a noticeable uptake by those platforms in the enterprise segment makes it increasingly difficult for RIM to focus on a specific customer segment.

RIM has attempted to stage a comeback by replacing its co-CEOS Mike Lazaridis and Jim Balsillie with Thorsten Heins, releasing the BlackBerry Playbook in April 2011 and unveiling plans for a new BlackBerry OS scheduled to be released by the end of 2012. The new BlackBerry OS, formerly called BBX but now referred to as BlackBerry 10 would be a fusion of the operating system used on the tablet (Blackberry Tablet OS) and the old Blackberry OS.

RIM showed off large portions of BlackBerry 10 in BlackBerry World on May 1, 2012, it was also announced that BlackBerry 10 would represent a fresh start and not be compatible with applications developed for previous versions of Blackberry OS (but would work with the much 15,000 applications designed for the Playbook). This would create a significant handicap at launch considering that iOS, Android and Windows Phone would have over 650,000, 600,000 and 150,000 apps at that time and therefore RIM made a concerted effort to woo developers to create compelling applications for the device that would be ready by launch. This effort included:

1. As is usually the case in these situations, RIM has partnered with developers to create applications that would be available to customers when the OS is launched. An example of which is Gameloft which will create 11 games (ranging from basic puzzle to more intricate experiences).
2. RIM handed out thousands of test prototypes to developers at the conference to enable them test their applications and gauge their performance on a physical device.
3. The BlackBerry 10 developer kit was released to developers providing more familiar and flexible options for application production while the App Generator was introduced to simplify the process of creating applications for the platform.
4. Finally and a sign of the reliance on developers for success, RIM offered a $10,000 revenue guarantee to developers. The guarantee specified that RIM would pay the difference to ensure that developers made at least $10,000 by the end of the first year of availability. In order to qualify for the promotion, developers need to have their application submissions approved into the store and make a minimum of $1,000 download revenue.

---
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Despite the announcement and strong push for developers, RIM’s share price dropped by over 5.7% on the day of the announcement underscoring analysts’ doubt of the successfully execution of the proposed plans. Based on market dynamics, it is highly unlikely that RIM will be able to return to its previous position of prominence and as a result will be better served to focus on strategies to help position it as an attractive acquisition option. The two fundamental aspects of this approach will be to continue to push forward with the launch of BlackBerry 10 (survival) and investigate acquisition or partnership options that would be most appropriate for the company.

PART 1: SURVIVAL

The first part of RIM’s survival strategy will be to find methods to stem the tide and reverse its fortunes. Although it is currently in a tough situation and may be involved in a partnership or acquisition scenario in the future, it must still look to improve its situation to both serve its shareholders now and make itself an attractive partner so that the shareholders may benefit in the future.

BLACKBERRY 10 LAUNCH: This launch likely represents one of the most important events in RIM’s history so it is crucial that all the parts of launch be effectively managed.

Speed – One of the main determinants of success will be the speed of the launch. Although it would seem that the BlackBerry 10 (BB10) should be launched as quickly as possible, the initial quality of the OS at launch is also very important as many observers may completely write the company off if it is released early but contains omissions or does not function at the standards of its competitors. Therefore RIM’s goal should be to release the product at the earliest practical time before Microsoft’s WP8 launch at a competitive quality standard.

Timing – Current reports and internet leaks indicate that BB10 seems to be scheduled to launch around the end of the year and possibly around October. Considering that rumors indicate that Microsoft launched WP7 in October 2010, WP7 Mango update in October 2011 and rumors indicate that it is planning to launch Windows 8 and WP8 in October 2012, it may be in RIM’s best interest to consider launching BlackBerry at a time that does not clash with this due to the inevitable gigantic media focus around this event.

Launch Strategy – As an underdog in the smartphone race, RIM’s approach to BB10 should have several similarities to Microsoft’s WP8 strategy. However since RIM has significantly less cash ($1.77B vs. $36.79B) some of the capital intensive suggestions may not be directly applicable. The specific campaign components (fully detailed in the Microsoft section above) that RIM should adopt are:

Developer support
Nintendo Partnership

---
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Form Closer relationships with carriers

The suggested approach and reasoning behind these suggestions are located in the Microsoft section above. In addition, it would be particularly optimum if these features were the most innovative and attention grabbing and if RIM introduced these features closer to the BB10 launch date to avoid being copied and nullified by competitors (a relatively common occurrence in such situations).

RIM should also try to build up support from its extensive base of present and former users by focusing its launch marketing message to appeal to both new users and BlackBerry fans. It may be important to also create BlackBerry devices that run on BB10 to appeal to these customers and a RIM spokesperson has already announced that there will be BB10 devices with keyboards.

Blackberry Playbook – The current BlackBerry Playbook has fared poorly in the marketplace but it may still be in RIM’s best interest to launch a new version alongside BB10 for several reasons:

1. There will be increased media hype and exposure around the new OS if it launches on a tablet alongside phones.
2. If RIM were to survive as a stand-alone company, it would be more strongly placed if it were also in the tablet space as this product category is growing at a very attractive rate.
3. RIM would have increased leverage while bargaining with a potential acquirer or partner if it were developing tablets in addition to its phones.

Despite these potential benefits, RIM should analyze whether they have the finances available to undertake the R&D needed to put out a good product to ensure the solvency of the company.

DEVELOPING MARKET FOCUS: Considering that BlackBerry’s relevance in developed markets is falling rapidly, it may be in RIM’s best interest to focus their strengths on these regions. Targeting these regions would mean an emphasis on lower cost devices which may not have the physical requirements to run BB10. Therefore, it is up to RIM to decide whether there is a need to launch the BB10 globally or to use older OS versions to give them more financial flexibility to compete with Android and Windows Phones who are also exploring options to reduce their device prices.

Based on the benefits of both options, it may be more beneficial for RIM to follow the second option and not launch BB10 globally so that it can focus on reducing price and maximizing its potential to reach more customers in developing regions. This option may work because customers in these regions are likely to be less worried about getting the latest version of the OS than getting a product that they can afford. Additionally, the recently released BlackBerry OS 7 (BB7) and older BB5 are relatively capable operating systems that contain functionality that far exceeds that in handsets that are currently used in these regions.
The BlackBerry 9900 runs BB7 and is an example of a potential phone that could be used in developing markets.

**PATENTS AND LITIGATION:** RIM needs to consider all options available to it to survive until BB10's release and areas of exploration include either selling/licensing patents or filing for patent infringement by competitors. Patent infringement filing might be the less attractive option because it may involve significant legal expenses and the RIM may not have enough time to reach a potential settlement. Selling or licensing patents is a potentially better option that RIM could explore. This could be a potentially lucrative as recent patent sales have fetched high prices (for example Nortel selling its patents to the Microsoft-Apple led group for $4.5B\textsuperscript{126} and Google purchasing Motorola primarily for its patent portfolio for $12.5B\textsuperscript{127}).

Some industry observers have mentioned that, although RIM's current patent portfolio may be worth between $1-3B\textsuperscript{128}, it may be easier for RIM to license its patents due to uncertainty about buyer demand since most of its patents are not essential to LTE (3GPP Long Term Evolution is the upcoming global standard for mobile high-speed data).

![Breakdown of RIM's US Patent Portfolio](image)

*RIM's patent portfolio contains a limited proportion of attractive LTE essential patents\textsuperscript{129}*

An additional reason for licensing patents rather than selling them is because a sale may result in significant undervaluation by buyers who perceive that RIM is facing financial difficulty and is desperate to offload the patents.


PART 2: SALE

RIM's situation has deteriorated over the years and is set to worsen in the near-term as customers continue to choose Android and iPhones over BlackBerrys and even those who would otherwise have bought BlackBerrys wait for BB10. As a result, it may be beneficial for RIM to locate appropriate strategic investors, partners or acquirers to ensure its survival. Reports suggest that RIM may already be considering such alternatives as they may be close to hiring JPMorgan Chase to serve as an advisor on strategic decision.\(^\text{*130}\)

The search for strategic investors would involve convincing interested investors to back the company now in hopes of receiving a healthy return in the future. The likelihood of finding such investors will depend on their risk tolerances and the level of concessions RIM is willing to make in exchange for financing.

In terms of a sale, RIM can either decide to sell the entire company or break down the company into smaller divisions to be sold separately. Selling the whole company would be faster and simpler while dividing the company could be potentially more difficult but could create more value. The presence and level of value creation in this instance will depend on whether the acquirers can extract more synergies from specific parts of the company than they would otherwise would if they had the burden of buying the whole company. RIM's current market capitalization is about $6.3B (As of May 4, 2012) and based on expected premiums ranging from 40-60%, so a potential acquirer would need to pay approximately $8.8B-$10B. This substantial outlay and combined with the fact that the Canadian government may be reluctant to allow the acquisition due to national concerns means complicates a RIM acquisition.\(^\text{*131}\) Nevertheless, numerous suitors who may be interested in purchasing RIM include:

**Dell:** As with HP, Dell is a major player in the PC industry and is currently in the extremely tiny margins in the PC industry and as a result has begun a shift (similar to HP and IBM) to offer more services. This shift has begun to become more noticeable in its profit mix where only a third of its profits now come from its PC business. As the margins in the PC industry continue to reduce and tablets continue to gain increased prominence, Dell may be looking for ways to get into the expanding smartphone market. The best and most effective for Dell to do this would be to acquire a current player such as RIM.


The likelihood of a Dell acquisition is low due to Michael Dell’s wary attitude towards the smartphone sector\textsuperscript{132} (due to the razor-slim profits made by hardware producers other than Apple and Samsung) and HP’s disastrous acquisition of Palm. Furthermore, Dell may not need to manufacture a handset to benefit from the smartphone sector boom and as it is attempting to do so by expanding its range of services for Android and iOS\textsuperscript{133}.

**Nokia:** Nokia might be looking to bolster its position in the sector by acquiring RIM. However, it is likely that only the hardware and services divisions would be attractive to Nokia as it has already pledged its future to Windows Phone (after shunning Symbian) thereby presumably not be interested in adopting BB10.

Nokia’s future is already tied to the success of Windows Phone 8 and its financial situation is precarious so the added risk involved in this acquisition might be one that it is unwilling and unable to bear.

**Sony:** Similar to Nokia, Sony has seen its position in the smartphone industry deteriorate over the past few years. However, the new CEO, Kazuo Hirai, has pledged to re-focus mobile one of the core areas to revitalize the company.\textsuperscript{134} As a result, Sony bought out Ericsson’s share of their joint venture (Sony Ericsson) to give it increased flexibility and may be looking to acquire an OS developer such as RIM to reduce its current reliance on Android.

Sony’s level of interest in RIM will be primarily dependent on how competitive it thinks BB10 is with Windows Phone, iOS and Android. Additionally, the degree of overlap between the manufacturing operations may reduce Sony’s ability to realize synergies and diminish their interest in the hardware portions within RIM.

**Samsung:** Samsung has enjoyed success in the smartphone sector and the general mobile industry. It recently overtook Nokia to become the largest global phone manufacturer\textsuperscript{135} and may have surpassed Apple to sell the highest number of smartphones in Q1 2012\textsuperscript{136}. However, its smartphone strategy is heavily dependent on Android (and to some extent Windows Phone) and Samsung has been looking to lower this dependency by its development of Bada. An acquisition of RIM would give Samsung its own OS and give it extra leverage over Google and the ability to offer more software innovation (than is otherwise possible from just fleshing Android).

Samsung is already involved with three smartphone OSs (Android, Windows Phone and Bada) and may be reluctant to add another one. If it does decide to adopt BB10, then it may prefer to license the OS

---
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rather than acquire RIM. Finally, the possibility of a Samsung acquisition is reduced by Samsung’s repeated denial of interest in acquiring RIM\textsuperscript{137,138}.

**HTC:** Despite early success, HTC has recently experienced a change in fortunes over the past year and saw its net profit and smartphone sales reduce by 70% and 35% respectively in Q1 of 2012. HTC currently makes phones using Android and Windows Phone but with Google and Samsung’s increased partnership (based on their recent Nexus collaborations), Google’s Motorola acquisition and the Microsoft-Nokia alliance, HTC may be considering using its own OS on its phones to avoid being marginalized. HTC already has some software expertise as it heavily skins the Android interface with its “Sense” skin and a full operating system would serve as an evolution of this. A RIM acquisition could also give HTC access to a larger share of the corporate market and make it less susceptible to changing consumer demand.

Similar to Samsung, HTC already makes phones for two platforms and is a small company with limited resources and may therefore be hesitant to adopt a third. HTC does not have the financial resources necessary to purchase RIM and would need to worry about the overlap in the hardware divisions of both companies thereby reducing the likelihood of an acquisition.

**Amazon:** Amazon has achieved remarkable success with its Kindle Fire Tablet based on Android so would be naturally attracted to the adjacent smartphone market. The key factor would be whether it would be better for Amazon to enter the market with Android or with BB7/BB10. Considering that Android is already an established platform with a healthy developer following and BB10 has not yet launched (so has no applications) and BB7 is not considered competitive to Android 2.3/4.0, it seems unlikely that Amazon would purchase RIM for the BlackBerry OS however there may be other parts of the company that are attractive (such as BlackBerry Messenger (BBM) which could be used as a differentiator on its Kindle Fire and future Android phones).

**Google:** With the current litigious trend in the smartphone industry, Google could be interested in purchasing RIM for its patents. However, as discussed above, the attractiveness of RIM’s portfolio may not be very high due to the lack of LTE-essential patents. Additionally, Google acquisition of Motorola Mobility at the end of 2011 frightened some of its hardware partners and Google is still in the process of finalizing this integration process and may not wish to assume the burden of another large scale acquisition.

**Microsoft:** The potential of a Microsoft acquisition is relatively low because as it has already bet its chips on Windows Phone. A RIM acquisition would also take Microsoft into the hardware business which they do not have any experience in. With the WP8 launch coming up, an acquisition would led to a significant operational undertaking that would detract from the launch and lead to months (and possibly years) of trying to consolidate the two completely different operating systems.


BADA (SAMSUNG)

Bada is Samsung's smartphone OS and was announced released in 2010, it was originally developed as an independent project but Samsung announced in January 2012 that it would be merging development with Tizen (an Intel-backed Linux based open source OS).\(^{139}\) Samsung's vision is for Bada to power lower cost smartphones thereby increasing their penetration in regions where consumers would otherwise be unable to afford them.\(^{140}\) Other than giving Samsung increased price flexibility in developing markets, Samsung's aim is to use Bada to give it full control over the user experience and reduce its dependence on Android give Samsung leverage with Google.

The Samsung S8500 Wave was the first phone released with Bada\(^ {141}\)

As mentioned previously, Samsung is the only major hardware manufacturer supporting three smartphone OSs (WP, Android and Bada) and has been doing relatively well with this multi-platform approach thus far. Samsung Apps is the applications store for Bada and currently has approximately 40,000 apps\(^ {142}\) and has not succeeded in attracting a broad base of developers. As a result of this and competition in the smartphone sector, Bada has been unable to gain a foothold in the market and currently has a 3% global market share compared to about 50% for Android in 2011.\(^ {143}\) Consequently, Samsung's attempt to tie in Bada and Tizen might be an attempt to appeal to the developers who are currently creating apps for Tizen (and previously for Meego which was the precursor to Tizen).

Thus, the options available to Samsung are to either continue with Bada or take steps to try to improve its penetration or to drop the platform and concentrate their efforts on Android and Windows Phone development.

Samsung's primary reasons for adopting Bada are for increased leverage, control over user experience and improved price flexibility. Therefore if Samsung can achieve these three outcomes without incurring the financial burden of developing its own OS then it may be more inclined to follow the second
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alternative above and drop support for Bada. Since Samsung already manufactures phones for WP and Android, it already has degree of leverage that may increase substantially if the WP8 launch is successful. Thus, Samsung does not necessarily need to continue Bada development to achieve this goal.

In terms of user experience control, Samsung’s Android phones have a UI layer called Touch wiz that gives them a completely different look than a typical non-skinned Android phone. This is not the case with Windows Phone however, as Microsoft does not allow skinning and Samsung is unable to create a distinctive interface on its phones (but may still use hardware to differentiate). Therefore Samsung already has a form of user experience control in some market segments but would increase its ability to do so with Bada.

Thirdly, as the prices of Android phones continue to reduce (and low-cost manufacturers such as ZTE use Android to target developing areas) and Microsoft continues to take steps to drive down the price of Windows phones (such as the introduction of Tango outlined above) it becomes increasingly unnecessary for Samsung to focus on using Bada in lower priced smartphones. This is compounded by the fact that Bada is uncompetitive with WP and Android at the same price points due to less functionality, less familiarity and significantly less applications.

Based on this analysis and future market projections, it is recommended that Samsung strongly consider dropping support for Bada and focus its resources on Windows Phone and Android unless situations occur:

(1) WP8 turns out to be unsuccessful and Microsoft loses a foothold in the market.

(2) Bada begins to see a substantial increase in sales and market share.

(3) There is a strong uptick in developer interest and number of applications submitted to the market place (this may be due to release of a new phone, new OS version, the Tizen partnership or similar high profile incident).
INDUSTRY DYNAMICS, FUTURE SCENARIOS AND CONCLUSION

As the smartphone market continues to expand, there are several future possible scenarios in which the current operating system landscape might change. The scenarios discussed below will be based on sales market share as opposed to revenue (or profit) market share; however both forms of market share may converge as hardware margins converge as competition increases and the market reaches saturation. Possible future scenarios include:

1. ANDROID-DOMINATION SCENARIO: In this case, the Android platform is dominant followed by a large margin by iOS and Windows Phone. The most likely industry dynamics that would cause this outcome would be

A. The inability of Apple to reduce its prices appropriately to attract customers from developing markets led to an increased rate of Android adoption and a perpetuating cycle that led to even cheaper Android devices and higher sales

B. Google was able to utilize a technology innovation that was hard for its competitors to imitate that led to a spike in adoption of Android that its competitors could not recover from.

C. Windows Phone severely underperformed and hardware manufacturers doubled down on their Android efforts and combined to overcome Apple and iOS.

The ramifications of this outcome would mean that Google would gain even more power and access to user information and help them achieve their ultimate plan to be able to learn more about users so that it can sell more personalized advertisements that match users' interests. Google would be able to leverage its mobile market position to both tablets/PCs industries and this could potentially lead to even more distrust in its privacy controls and the use of personal information for monetary purposes. This scenario would be very damaging to Facebook as Google would use its position to drive adoption for its competing Google+ social networking site. Finally, this scenario would also mean that the free and open operating system model had triumphed over other models and would thus be most likely to be replicated in future adjacent platform rivalries.

2. iOS-DOMINATION SCENARIO: In this scenario, Apple’s closed-system strategy has triumphed and given them a wide lead over Android and Windows phone. Possible industry changes that could have led to this scenario include

A. Apple was able to find a way (new model or subsidy from partner) to reduce the prices of phones and this allowed to overtake Android.

B. Apple’s litigation efforts against Android manufacturers proved very successful and support for Android diminished extensively thereby reducing competition for Apple.
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C. Due to an unsuccessful Windows 8 launch, Apple was able to extend its dominance in the tablet space with the iPad and extended this dominance back to the mobile sector.

The effects of this scenario would be that Apple would obtain even more industry power at the expense of not just Google and Microsoft but mobile operators as well and could even leverage this position to become an operator itself. Additionally, the Windows PC business would be significantly affected by this as the iPad would emerge as a major computing device. Finally, this scenario would mean that the closed-system platform prevailed and thus be more likely to be used as a template in future emerging platform rivalries.

3. STALEMATE SCENARIO: This is an interesting situation where the market shares of iOS, Windows Phone and Android are very similar. This equitable distribution could be caused by some of the following

A. Windows Phone 8 launch is a massive success and drives wide scale adoption and development for the platform

B. The Microsoft-Nokia partnership blossoms and Nokia is able use its previous experience in Europe and developing markets to gain market share.

C. Litigation issues drive hardware manufacturers to produce more phones for Windows Phone at the expense of Android thereby tipping the balance in Microsoft’s favor.

This scenario is potentially the best for consumers as it has the highest amount of competition (which leads to lower prices and better products). It would also mean that both Google and Apple would be relatively worse off at the expense of Microsoft who would have pulled off a great comeback to catch up based on its late start with WP7.

In analysing these scenarios above, it is possible to hypothesize how the value chain and subsequent revenue derived will change

**Current mobile revenue state:** As stated above Google may have lost over $97M in 2010 and it is unclear whether Microsoft makes money from its Windows Phone division as it reports figures under its Entertainment & Services division but it would seem that the division is contributing to the sustained losses of the business unit. Conversely, iOS (through the iPad and iPhone) contribute significantly to Apple’s revenues and are money making machines for the firm.

**Future mobile revenue projections:** Revenue is expected to increase for Microsoft and Google and reduce for Apple under most of the scenarios above. However this is dependent on the overall health of the industry, relationship with hardware partners and the ability to find ways to monetize their growing customer bases through services. A key service will be search; Microsoft signed an agreement with Verizon Wireless to make Bing the default search engine on all its phones which has led to Android and
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Blackberry phones using Bing and their default search engine. The third scenario above would give Microsoft the flexibility to sign more of such deals and increase its revenue at the expense of Google.

**Scenario drivers:** Applications are expected to make less of an impact on the outcomes described above as the quantity and quality of application on Windows Phone is expected to catch up to that on Android and iOS. Furthermore, most major apps are expected to be on the three major platforms in the future leading to a convergence in quantity across the store. This convergence is projected because Microsoft is making a concerted push to lure developers to create applications for Windows Phone (which currently has about 82,234 apps) both financial incentives and the impending launch of Windows 8. The move towards HTML and apps embedded in web pages is also likely to reduce the importance of the absolute number of apps and application stores in general.

Litigation is expected to make a significant impact on the outcomes described but due to the extent of litigation the specific impact is difficult to predict.

**Litigation is widespread in the mobile industry**

All the scenarios above point to a future in which tablets, smartphones and hybrids are more common leading to a more complex form factor mix than the current laptop plus smartphone norm. The emergence of Windows 8 and the subsequent ability to run full operating systems (not just smartphone OSs) will further push desktops towards the point of irrelevance and significantly reduce the need for

---

full laptop computers. However the need for physical keyboards in certain scenarios (such as developing or other areas that require accurate and repetitive typing) may mean that hybrid systems (such as the Asus Transformer pictured below) with the ability to be used as both laptops and tablets become more common place. Advancements in touchscreen typing technology could, however, offset the need for such systems. The decreasing relevance of RIM (and the Blackberry OS) combined with the need for and tactile connection points may lead to a decrease in phones with physical keyboards and a continued increase in screen sizes leading to large phones or “phablets” (such as the Samsung Galaxy Note 5.3” device pictured below). The ultimate result could be that customers can do most of their most common daily tasks with just their tablets and phones with the occasional need for a full laptop (or just attachable keyboard to their tablets) for certain types of projects.

In conclusion, this thesis analysed the current state of smartphone operating systems and examined strategic changes that each of the competitors could make to improve their current market positions and be better positioned to take advantage of the increasing growth and popularity of smartphones. Further areas of interest that may be examined to get a more comprehensive picture include an analysis of the strategic options available to other major parts of the phone industry such as hardware manufacturers and mobile operators. Additionally, as the Chinese market has a significant impact on the future of the smartphone sector, analyses that are more focused on the dynamics of the region would be an interesting potential area of exploration.